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Abstract 
In this paper the Expert System module of SECURENET (An Intelligent System for 
Detecting and Preventing Attacks against Open Networks) is described in detail. The 
module's architecture and components are given, as well as an example of its use. 
Moreover, the experimentation process is described and performance evaluation results 
based on real measurements are given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important issues in network security is the protection of an open 
computer network against various forms of malicious attacks. For the purposes of this 
work, the term malicious attack is taken to mean the carrying out of unauthorised 
activities. Malicious attacks are classified into two broad categories, namely viruses 
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and intrusions. A virus attack is based on appending code to an existing (executable) 
file of the system. The virus does not act (e.g. spread) on its own; rather the 
executable must be called first. An intrusion attack is based on stand-alone 
program(s), or commands entered directly by the keyboard. In many, the intruder's 
first goal is to gain access to hosts for which slhe has no access authorisation. Misuses 
of computer/network resources, i.e. unauthorised activities performed by an 
authorised user are also included here. For the remaining of this work, virus attacks 
will not be discussed any further; instead, the paper focuses on intrusions. 

When network security is considered, the term access control comes automatically 
to mind. Indeed, most people would subscribe to the motion that network security is 
equivalent to access control and vice versa. Unfortunately, the ever increasing 
newspaper accounts of break-ins in and of computerised fraud and theft from 
networks with quite sophisticated access control mechanisms in place indicate 
otherwise. Although it is indisputable that access control is a network's primary 
defense against malicious attacks, it can hardly be argued that this defense fails short 
of effectively protecting the network in the case of expertly executed penetrations or 
insider attacks. This is due to a simple fact of life: finding and fixing all flaws in an 
existing system or building a system with no vulnerabilities is either technically 
infeasible or simply too costly. 

If access control is a network's first defense against attacks, then audit trails is its 
last. Indeed, audit trails not only can be used in a post-mortem fashion to analyse the 
attack and possibly establish a legal case against the attacker(s) but frequently act as 
deterrents against attackers. However, the amount of information that the audit trail 
collection process would accumulate in just a few hours of operation of a moderate 
network is prohibitive for human (i.e. non-automated) processing. This observation 
led to the development of several automated tools for automatic audit trail analysis, 
alias intrusion detection systems. 

Several intrusion detection systems have appeared, that reached design, prototype, 
experimental or even product status. Detailed surveys of such systems can be found in 
(Lunt, 1993; Mukherjee, 1994; Frank, 1994). The SECURENET system, currently 
available as a research prototype, aims at defending open computer networks against 
attacks perpetrated against the network or its hosts. In particular, the system provides 
means for both preventing and detecting intrusions in a distributed environment. 
SECURENET (Spirakis et al, 1994; Katsikas et al, 1996) was produced as a result of 
projects R2057 SECURENET and R2113 SECURENET II within Programme RACE 
(Research in Advanced Communications for Europe) of Directorate General XIII 
(Telecommunications, Information Market and Exploitation of Research) of the 
Commission of the European Union. SECURENET is one of the few Intrusion 
Detection Systems that performs dynamic monitoring of networked systems. 

In this paper, detailed technical information on SECURENET's Expert System 
module (ES) is given. The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 an overview of 
SECURENET is presented, to put the discussion on the ES in perspective; in section 
3 the Expert System's architecture and components are described in detail; section 4 
presents an exemplary session with the ES; section 5 describes experiments performed 
with the ES. Finally, section 6 summarises our conclusions. 
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2 OVERVIEW OF SECURENET 

SECURENET performs three major tasks: 

monitoring of information 
detection and classification of an attack in real time 
selection and application of appropriate countermeasures against the attack. 

The detection task includes all activities from the monitoring of information about the 
network and its components, to the step that concludes -with some confidence- that 
the network is (or is not) under attack. 

Interpretation consists of deciding whether an unusual behaviour or appearance is 
in fact the result of a malicious attack to the system. 

The classification task consists of refining the knowledge that SECURENET has 
on an attack (recall that the detection task has determined only that something is 
amiss). This classification is clearly "multifactor", since linear classification can hardly 
be precise enough. The purpose of the classification task is, of course, to allow 
accurately targeted countermeasures to be selected. 

The selection and application of appropriate countermeasures task consists of 
utilising the results of the classification task in order to choose the most appropriate 
measures to be taken to counter this attack. It can then report its findings to the 
Security Officer, or, when SECURENET reaches a certain high reliability level, it can 
automatically apply countermeasures. Such countermeasures include the establishment 
of secure communication between network sites. This may be done via phone, fax, 
other data networks or by employing the method of Secure Distributed Computations 
-SDC (Ostrovsky & Young, 1991). 

Most of the information that must be made available to the SECURE~T system 
is included in the audit trails provided by the network components. Information also 
required by SECURENET which is not included in the audit trails is file crypto 
checksums and network traffic information. 

Figure I depicts SECURENET's building blocks. All SECURENET modules 
communicate via the SECURENET Internal Communications System (SICS), which 
is not shown explicitly as a building block in Fig. I. Inter-module communication does 
not necessarily use the SICS subsystem. Arrows in Figure I indicate flow of 
information. 

The basic act of the SECURENET system is to make a model of that part of 
network it protects. The model describes both the static and the dynamic structure of 
the network. The network is protected by detecting any abnormal phenomena in the 
model and reacting according to predefined patterns to these phenomena. The 
information sources are the agents. There are four information gathering agents, 
whereas the fifth agent works to the opposite "information flow" direction; it executes 
the countermeasure actions initiated by the Countermeasures Module of 
SECURENET. 

The SECURENET Internal Communication System (Spyrou et al, 1995a) is a set 
of conventions, services and methods and their implementation, which allows efficient 
inter-client communication, automatic parsing of messages and managing clients that 
form the SECURENET system. 
The Neural Network module is performing two major categories of tasks: Prediction 
and Modeling, whereas the Modeling task is similar to statistical profiling. 
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The User Intention Identification (UII) module (Spyrou et al, 1995b; Spyrou & 
Darzentas, 1996) is an autonomous module for the detection of anomalous behaviour 
by reasoning about the characterisation of the intentions of users. 
The Decision Module (DM) (Karagiannis et al, 1995) makes the final decision on 
whether an attack is taking (or has taken) place or not. This is done by collecting the 
various hypotheses and confidence values delivered from the Expert System, the 
Neural Net and the User Intention Identification modules and by carrying out a further 
examination by finding correlation between all three present (or non-present) inputs. 
In addition, the final decision is cross-checked against executed countermeasures to 
make sure that the alarm(s) are not based on countermeasures. This either leads to the 
confirmation of a hypothesis (in the sense of raising confidence) or to its rejection. If 
this decision process leads to a confirmation, an appropriate attack class is selected 
and a confidence value is defined. The result is then propagated to the countermeasure 
module. 

The Countermeasure module (CM) is that part of the SECURENET system which 
stops attacks taking place and prevents occurrences of future attacks. The principle 
objective of the CM is to terminate attacks against the network, based on the 
SECURENET principles and concepts in real time. Sometimes it may not be possible 
to detect the attack in real time, in which case countermeasures against future attacks 
may be invoked. Countermeasures against future attacks are clearly necessary because 
unless safeguards are taken, an attacker could leave "back doors" into a given system 
and thus compromise the network at a later stage. 

The User Interface (UI) module provides past and present, raw and interpreted 
data based on information monitored by SECURENET. The UI provides an ability to 
initiate countermeasures and to exchange secure messages across network nodes. 

3 ESSTRUCTURE 

The Expert System (ES) of SECURENET analyses information received by the 
SECURENET Audit Trail (SAT). The knowledge base (KBS) of the expert system is a 
set of rules. Each rule analyses a system call or a multitude of system calls. These calls 
are provided by the SAT through SICS. For each system call the SAT produces a 
structure containing the name of the system call, the id of the user who initiated this 
call, the type of parameters that were used and other pertinent information. Apart from 
the information received by the SAT, the ES uses information regarding the network 
topology of the system in which it resides. This information is contained in static 
databases. When an SAT datum causes a rule of the ES to be fired, an alarm message 
(ESMSG) for the decision module is produced. This message contains information 
regarding the id of the offending user (attacker), the type of the attack, the relevant 
files etc. A conceptual description of the functionality of the ES is given in Figure 2. 

2.1 ES architecture: static databases- knowledge base 

The ES is build with an expert system tool provided by NASA which is called 
CLIPS. Facts and rules are inserted in CLIPS directly or through batch files. Within 
the ES architecture the facts constitute the static databases whereas the rules 
constitute SECURENET's knowledge base. The definition of facts is done by a 
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CLIPS construct which is called "template"; ten templates have been defined within 
the ES. 

Counter Int. Check Log INM SNMP 
m.Agent Agent Agent Agent Agent 

(CMA) (ICA) (LA) (INMA) CSNMPA) 
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Figure 1: SECURENET Building blocks. 
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The ES's knowledge base consists of rules in CLIPS format. At present, the 
knowledge base consists of approximately 50 rules, corresponding to known attack 
patterns. In the sequel, the verbal interpretations of an indicative sample of seven rules 
in CLIPS is provided. The LHSs of these rules are applied to the aforementioned 
databases. If all the conditions of the LHS are evaluated to TRUE, the rule will be 
triggered and the RHS will be applied. The LHS of the rules access audit records and 
perform checks on these records. The audit records are described as CLIPS templates. 

2.2 Inputs/Outputs 

The input of the ES consists of the audit records which are provided by SICS. The 
structure of a SECURENET audit record has been defined as in Table 1. 

The input module of the ES receives a structure of this format and generates an 
instance of a CLIPS audit record template. 

The output of the ES is an asserted fact. 

SAT ESMSG 

system_id ES system_id 

node_id 
INPUT E OUTPUT 

noae_1Cl 

time time 

... .. .. • . .. ... ..... . 

: DATA 

STATIC DATABASES 

I I I I 

[] 
USERS CRITICAL CRITICAL 

root 0 
FILES DIRECTORIES 

bin 3 
/bin/login /bin 

hacker 
/bin/passwd /etc 

Figure 2: ES functionality 

Table 1: General Structure ofSECURENET_AR: 

Field Format DescriQtion SICS field 

• system_id string[&] Operating System identifier = SYSID 

• node id long node identifier number =SYSTEM 

• time long starting time =TIME 

• record id long serial number for record = SRID 

• user id long unix audit user identifier =UDITID 



• return code long 
• error no long 
• process _id long 
• parent_id long 
• real uid long 
• effective uid long 
• real _groupid long 
• effective _groupid long 
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success/failure 
generated on failure 
identifier of process 
identifier of parent process 
real unix user identifier 
effective user identifier 

=RETURN 
=ERRNO 
=PID 
=PPID 
=REALID 
=EFFID 

real unix group identifier = GID 
effective group identifier = EFFGID 
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• system_call string[8] name of system call = SYSCALL 
• system_ callid long identifier of systemcall = SYSCALLID 
• param number long number of additional parameters = NP ARAMS 
• params char array parameters eg. "_ \0 _ \0 _" = P ARAMS 

l(deftemplate alann "The alarm generated by a rule" 
2 (slot system_id (type STRING)) 
3 (slot node_id (type STRING)) 
4 (slot time (type INTEGER)) 
5 (slot record_id (type INTEGER)) 
6 (slot user_ id (type INTEGER)) 
7 (slot hypotheses_ type (type INTEGER)) 
8 (slot level_of_conf (type INTEGER)) 
9 (slot param_number (type INTEGER)) 
10 (slot params (type INTEGER)) 
II) 

Figure 6: The alarm generated by a rule 

The first 6 slots of the alarm template are initialized based on the contents of the 
parameters from the audit record. Slot 7 is a number which indicates the rule that was 
fired. Slot 8 indicates the level of confidence of this rule. This is a number with a range 
between 0-9. The contents of slots 9 and 10 are taken from the audit record. 

The alarm which is generated by the ES is translated into a message which is passed 
to the decision module. 

2.3 Input/Output modules 

SICS provides audit records from the operating system in the form described in Table 
1. These audit records have to be translated into the CLIPS format of figure 4. The 
translation is done by a C program which we call GET_ AR. This program gets an audit 
record from SICS, translates it to CLIPS format, saves the result in a file, saves the 
name of this file in a list of files and notifies the ES that the next audit record in CLIPS 
format is available. As soon as the ES receives the message that an audit record is 
available, it checks the list of files in order to retrieve the name of the file where the 
audit record resides, then loads this file and applies all the rules to the audit record that 
was loaded. The resulting alarms are saved in a file and a C program (called 
SEND_ ES _ MSG) which translates these alarms from the CLIPS format to a format 
understandable by the DM is invoked. 

The GET_ AR process creates two sockets. One for sending messages to the ES and 
the other for receiving messages from the ES. When an audit record from SICS has 
been processed (i.e. the input_CLIPS_AR_n file has been created and its name has 
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been entered in the sics_es file) a message is send to the ES via sockets. The process 
blocks until a message is received form the ES. The blocking is essential since we do 
not want the ES to start reading an audit record before it has been created by the 
GET_AR process; i.e. we do not create new resources before the old ones have been 
consumed. 

An additional reason for blocking the GET_AR process is related to speed. We 
could let the GET_ AR process run and translate as many auditing records as it could 
until the process manager suspended it and passed control to the ES process. This 
would have the following effect in our system. The translation of an audit record by the 
GET_AR process will always be faster than the processing of a record by the ES. In 
particular, if we assume that the GET_ AR process takes X time to translate a record 
and that each rule takes Y time to process the same record then the ES will take N*Y 
time to process that record, where N is the number of rules within the ES. Even ifY = 
X, the ES will still take N times more than the GET_ AR process in order to process a 
record. As a result, with this scheme we will be spending valuable CPU time in 
translating records instead of processing them. We can avoid this effect by suspending 
the GET_ AR process every time a record is translated. 

The messages from the GET_ AR process are received by another process spawned 
by the ES. We call this process: NEXT_AR_READY. 

The output module forms the connection between the ES and SICS. The invocation 
of the output module -which we call SEND_ ES _ MSG- implies two things. First, that 
the ES has processed a record and as a result it is ready to process another one. And 
second, that one or more alarms may have been generated which should be passed to 
the Decision Module via SICS. The output module receives an argument which 
indicates the existence and the name of an alarm file. An empty string indicates that no 
alarms have been generated. Any string other than the empty indicates the name of the 
alarm file. 

2.4 ES Architecture within CLIPS 

The ES consists of three sub-modules: 

• The first sub-module contains the rules which drive the ES and we call it the 
"ESControl". 

• The second sub-module contains the rules, the static databases and the new audit 
records as they arrive. 

• The third submodule contains the output of the second sub-module in the form of 
asserted facts and it is called the "ESOutput". This submodule is called the 
"ESProcessing". 

All three of them are part of the same CLIPS process. The rules, the static databases, 
the audit records and the structure of the output have been described previously. In 
order to complete the picture of the ES, we are now going to describe the ESControl 
submodule and how it is related to the other two modules. 

The ESControl contains a single rule which determines the flow of information 
within the ES. In each cycle, the ESControl waits for a message from the GET_AR 
process which indicates that the next audit record is ready. A soon as this message 
arrives, the ESControl reads (from the sics_es file) the name of the file in which the 
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audit record has been stored. The file with the new audit record is then loaded into the 
ESProcessing module which applies each of its rules to the new audit record. As soon 
as the audit record is processed by the ESProcessing module, the ESControl checks 
whether any alarms have been generated (alarms are found in the ESOutput module). 
If there are some alarms, they are exported to a file and a process is spawned by the 
ESControl. This process is the send_es_message process described previously, whose 
main activity is to translate the alarms into a C format and send them to the Decision 
Module via SICS. 

4 AN EXEMPLARY SESSION WITH THE SECURENET ES 

In order to demonstrate the flow of information and control between the processes that 
comprise the ES we present an example through a series of snapshots. During this 
session we present the arrival of an audit record from SICS, its translation from its C 
format to the equivalent CLIPS format, the receipt of the CLIPS record by the ES, the 
application of rules to this record, the translation of any resulting alarms from a CLIPS 
format to their equivalent C format and the promotion of the resulting alarms to the 
Decision Module. 

Initially we have two processes running: the GET_AR and the ES. The GET_AR 
process connects to SICS and waits for the next C audit record. The ES process 
spawns the NEXT_AR_READY subprocess which waits for a message from GET_AR 
indicating that the next CLIPS audit record is ready. Communication sockets have 
been set but they are not yet connected. 

The GET_ AR process receives the first audit record, translates it to CLIPS, saves 
the translated form of the audit record into the file input_CLIPS_AR_l and saves the 
name of that file into sics_ es. In addition it connects socket s to the socket that has 
been created by the next_ AR _ready process. 

At this point the ES resumes control. The ESControl submodule loads the audit 
record into ESProcessing. We assume that an alarm has been generated by the 
ESProcessing submodule and that it has been stored into the ESOutput. The 
ESControl spawns the send_ es _ msg process which reads the alarms from the file 
indicated by the ESControl, it translates them into their C format and it passes them to 
the Decision Module via SICS. 

Consequently, the send_es_msg process is killed and the GET_AR process resumes 
control. Now we are back to the initial stage of our session in which the GET_ AR 
waits for the next audit record. 

5 EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS 

The performance of SECURENET's decision process was theoretically established in 
(Denault et al, 1993). The purpose of our experiments was to conduct tests which 
would indicate the delays between audit records generation and audit records 
processing. The audit records were generated by the SUN-C2 audit trail program, 
whereas the processing was done by the SECURENET Expert System (ES). 

All our experiments were conducted as follows. The user with the login name 
"hacker" is audited. S/He performs certain actions some of which may be attacks. All 
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of her/his actions are audited and recorded in a file. For each audit trail which was 
generated there is an associated time. This time is stored in the C2 structure -by the C2 
program- within a field which is called "time". The number stored within this 
structured is defined as "long" and it counts the seconds since the UNIX-Epoch1 . 

Through the use of various UNIX functions which manipulate the field "time", we 
calculate the exact time that an audit record was generated. In addition we can identify 
each record via a unique number. For example, audit record "AUR-1" will come before 
"AUR-2" and the value within its time field will be less than the time of the "AUR-2" 
time. All the audit records which were generated during a "hacker" session along with 
their associated times are stored in a file. 

Within SECURENET, the ES is receiving audit records via SICS. In order to 
perform our experiments with the ES we have de-coupled it from SICS and we use the 
audit records file which is created for each experimentation session. Thus we can 
eliminate delays which are due to communication (SICS). In addition we have 
developed C programs which are called every time that an AUR is processed. Thus we 
have a file which contains the AUR numbers along with the times during which they 
were processed. By examining the times of AUR generation and AUR processing and 
comparing them we can determine the delays incurred due to ES processing.All 
experiments were performed under a windowless environment. The results of six of the 
experiments are summarized herein. These experiments allow the study of the 
performance of the ES with respect to the size of its knowledge base and the size of its 
database. The number of audit trails were kept constant. There were 1720 audit trails 
that were used which were generated by running a shell with about 1 0 commands for 1 
minute. The processing times for running these experiments are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Processing times 

mles\DB 4Kb 60Kb 1300Kb 

2 rules 0:10:53 0:10:54 0:11:11 
8 rules 0:11:01 0:11:00 0:11:19 

In addition, by concatenating the aforementioned audit trails into one file we 
discovered that the time of processing for the ES, given a database of 4Kb and a 
knowledge base of8 rules, was 0:02:24. That means that it is possible to speed up the 
ES by a factor of 4.59 (11.016/2.4). 

Based on these results we can predict -approximately- the time improvements which 
could be attained by skipping the process of opening and closing files when reading in 
audit trails. These are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Time improvements 

1 January I, 1970. 

rules\DB 4Kb 60Kb 1300Kb 

2 rules 0:02:22 0:02:22 0:02:26 
8 rules 0:02:24 0:02:24 0:02:28 
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The improvement will be substantial but in all cases the time of ES processing will be 
more than double than the time of generation of audit records. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The Expert System module of SECURENET was presented in detail. This module is 
responsible for detecting attacks against a network. that follow known patterns or 
exploit known vulnerabilities. The module's design was presented and experimental 
results related to its performance were presented in summary. These experiments 
revealed possible improvements to the current version of the ES, which is able to 
detect attacks with a minimum delay of approximately 2.5 seconds for every 2000 
records that are generated during one minute. 
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